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Book Reviews 

General biochemistry by J. H. Weil, Wiley Eastern Ltd, 4853/24, Ansari Road, Darya- 
ganj, New Delhi 110 002, 1990, pp. 515, Rs 150. 

The subject of bmchcmistry has grown in the last three decades. It has become difficult for any aulhot of a 
textbook to make il compreilensive textbook and keep it within a rsasonabie size. The new textbooks are well 
over 1000 pages. The attractive illustrations in colour and good printing increase the value and cast of these 
hooks. It has now become necessvry to ask "what to omit" ~f biochemistry has to be preseuted as a subsidiary 
course m generai biology teaching. A moderate sire textbook, not umilling essentials, 1s therefore required. In 
the cxpericnce of the reviewer, this book by the French author, Weil, fills this purpose as no other recent pub- 
lication can. 

The subject is divided into eight chapters. amino acids, peptides, proteins, skuotnres and important prop- - -  - 

erties; cnzymes and enzyme catalysis; bioenergetics: structure of metabolism of carbohjdrates; structure and 
metabolism of l i~ ids :  structure and metabolism of nucleic aclds; metabolism of nitrogen comeounds: and - .  
regulation of cellular metabolism. The treatment was on chemical baais ofreactions and structures of vinuaily 
all important compounds are given including some not common in such books (c.g., penicillin, cabamide co- 
enzyme). The reactions are schematically prescnted, marking ant in squares or circles the portion or groups 
that undergo changes, making it easy for lhz render to comprehend. Effectively lhcae are cost-effective subsi- 
tutes fur the expenswe coiour illustrations. The book is written in simple style and easy to follow and does not 
suffcr from any difficulties due to translation from thc onginal French. 

A good feature of the book is the information on the developmenls of regulation of cellular metabolism. 
Under this, regulation of protein synthesis and gene expression are succinctly covered as well as the active 
regulation of enzymes. Same methods commonly used (e.g., gel retardation) are also included. A weakness is 
the meagre coverage of receptors, growth factors and signal transfer which have become active fields. 

Some comments on printing deficiencies which may be corrected in future are p30, Figs 1-7 poor repro- 
duction: p.31 caption-tertiary structure of proteins inappropriate; p.182-energy .... stored by the cells in the 
form of ATP?-conceptually unacceptable; p. 84. Ca instead of CA. 

The reviewer finds the book of excellent scientific value, moderately priced and worthy of passewion by 
students of biochemistry. 

Why we nap by Claudio Stampi, Birkhauser Verlag AG, P.O. Box 133, CH-4010 Basel, 
Switzerland, 1992, pp.280, SFr 168. 

The present volume represents some of the contributions made at a Workshop on Polyphasic and Ultrashort 
Sleep-Wake Patterns held in Castello di Gargonza (Italy) in May 1988 under the auspices of the Commission 
of the European Communities. The themes discussed in this volume are of interest not only to a category of 
people caled "sleep scientists", chronobialogists, sleep disorders physicians bul also to physiologists, psycho- 
biologists, psychiatrists, paramedics, shifl-workers, and their managers and mission control specialists. Even 
though the book is a trifle too obviously addressed to professionals, to syndicate, union, and government lead- 
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em, some chapters do focus on the theorerical, biological, chronobioiogical, medical aspects, with special 
emphasis on the human performance aspects of polyphasic and ultrashort sleep strategies. 

The title of the boak is somewhat misleading since it is not just about the afiemoan 'siesta' but about the 
recurrent alternation between states of alertness, which is experienced throughoul 24 hours by most, it not all, 
living animals and-not mentioned any where in this book-plants. 

This boak is mostly about uitrashoit sleep and multiple daytime naps indulged in, among other lesser 
mortals, Leonardo da Vinci, Napoleon, Salvador Dali, Thomas Edison and Winston Churchill. It is almost 
common knowledge that newborn babies take about 2-hourly cat naps and wake up often only to feed and cry 
a bit. There is much impressive data in animal literature that there are liltradian bouts of rest: activity cycles 
impressively shown by Menno Gerkema for voles which last over 2.5 h each. It has been known for a long 
time that there are a variety of rhythms especially in mammals whose periods range from a few minutes to 5-f 
hours which have no overt and obvious relationship to the environment. It is also unlikely that a common 
mechanism underlies ultradian rhythms and circadian rhythms even though there is same evidence that the two 
may be coupled to each other in a weak manner. 

Ultradian cycles of rest-activity (sleep-wake) of 2.5 h for humans has been reported as early as in 1920 by 
J. S. Szymaoski and cycles of about 90 minutes by N. Kleitman in 1961. Such short polyphasic sleep-wake 
cycles are now believed to occur in humans only in infancy, pathological conditions or I nacroleptic patients 
(chapters 15 and 16 in this volume). There is an interesting chapter of the personal experience of an eolectic 
artist (a playwright and actor) Gian Carlo Sbragia who hied to sleep for 15 minutes every 4 hours, as Leonardo 
da Vinei is supposed to have done. He writes "my excitement lasted for about 5-6 months, at which time I 
started to have a few doubts. It is m e  that I could read mote, that I could paint and play music, but I reached a . . 
point where it was just not possible to have enough activities to fill the 22 5 hours day after day. My house 
was silent, my children did not pay ahention on (sic) me, nobody did. I was suffering from loneliness: this was 
the truth". Most of the chapters of the book make the point that, if need be, adult humans may adapt without 
maim difficulties to same sort o f  oolv~hasic behaviour. Even so it is  clear that at least for humans. oalvohasic . .- .. .. 
sleep-wake, under normal societal conditions, is not preferable to monophasic sleep. In fact, humans studied 
for sleep-wake conditions under prolonged social isolation (in many laboratories abroad and at theMadurai- 
Kamaraj University) show in all cases only monophasic sleep episodes during conditions of freenms. This b 
an intensting book, which, in spite of being the outcome of a workshop, cogently relates apparently diverse 
phenomena as ulmdian rhythms, circadian rhythms, palyphasic and monophasic sleep-wake patterns in hu- 
man infants, sleep disorders, nacroleptic patients and 'sleep' in animals. 

Department afAnimal Behaviour and Physiology 
School of Bioloeical Sciences 
Madurai-Kamaraj University 
Maduiai 625 021, India. 

Supercomputers by V. Rajaraman, Wiley Eastern Limited, 4835124, Ansari Road, Dary- 
aganj, New Delhi 110 002, 1992, pp. 106, Rs 50. 

Tne first book that I read about computers (some two decades ago) was by V. Rajaraman. It was a masterly 
introduction to Formin programming which we used extensively as students at the Indian Statistical Institute. I 
remember consultinp the book to write programs to comnute statistics as wonderfidiv esoteric as Sheoherd's . - 
corrections, Gini '~ mean d~fferences and Tukey's additivity tests. But what I remember most of all was that 
Raiaraman's book contained the answer to oracticallv everv doubt that we had on Foman. More oeoole must . . . . 
have leamt Fortran (and leamt it well) from Rajaraman's books than from all these new computer institutes in 
Bangalore put together. 

It is therefore a special pleasure to read another book by V. Rajaraman. This is a small hook (I remember 
editions of his early books to be rather large) with just over a 100 pages in which Rajaraman tries to explain 
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what is a 'supercomputer'. Now Rajaraman doesn't really like the word 'supercomputer' (hc would rather say 
'high computer') but since one of the objective? of the book is to educate (the word is being 
bandied around full-throatedly without quite knowing what it means) no other ward would obviously do.  his 
trifling detad is in any case of little conscqucncc as thc reader will discover once hc gets his teeth irrto the 

book. 

The reader will be delighted to find that the good old professor i? still irr top form. One flies past the in- 
troduction at super speed as Rajaraman defines supercomputers, says that we need them especially in numeri- 
cal ~imulation and then explains how thcse computers achicve thcir ncckbreaking speed (essentially by exploit- 
ing temporal and data parallelism). 

The second chapter, with the rather daunting title: 'Architecture of vector supercomputers', however ap- 
pears a trifle intimidating. Rajaraman realises this, so he asks his illustrators to get to work. And he works 
very hard himself explaining evcrq concept and expression threadbarc. And when you discover that 'pipeline 
processing' is equivalent to four teachers evaluating one answer script together, it is time to wipe the sweat off 
the brow. Actually such is Rajaraman's felicity that he probably doesn't need to use these fearful expressions. 
But since the rest of the world says 'vcctar processing' hc probably has na choice ~n the matter. 

Rajaraman conlinues the good work in the third and fourth chapters (third chapter: 'Cornputme with vec- 

tor supercomputers', fourth chapter: Parallel computers) once again explaining concepts painstakingly and 
cmergcs with flying coiaurs. Therc arc mare tables, illustmtians and flaw charts; and a notable featurc af the 
discusaims is the way Rajaraman switches effallessly belwean what one may call 'hardware' and 'software' 
concepts (the bugbear of mmy smaller computer profess~onds). At the end of it all one is suitably educated 
and even awed. Supercomputers arc indecd wondrous and multl-splzndoured. Surely Seymour Cray is wrong! 
How can "computer designers be (mere) glor~fied plumbers"? 

We now come to the fiflh chapter titled 'Available high performance computers'. And it is here that one is 
disappointed with Rajaraman far the first timc. The chapter begins with a descnpflon of the Cray serics of 
supercomputers. Fair enough, perhaps, especially when you consider that Cray is to supercomputers what 
Cadbury iu to chocolates. Similarly, it is no surprise to find Convex and Alliant listed among the shared mem- 
ory architecture. But why does Flosolver of the National Aerospace Laboratories find absalutely no mention? 
In 1992, when the book appeared, Flasolver was most definitely 'available'. So if it still doesn't figure in the 
list, it must be presumably because it is not 'high performance'. Let us therefore look at Rajaraman's o w  
criteria for high performance ("a very goad method is to collect a reasonable variety from the time ..." page 86) 
and, in all fairness, see where Flosolver stands-especially in relation to ather computers which meet Rajara- 
man'a approval!! 

But since such a comparison is likely to take some time (it might actually take a lor of ame given the re- 
luctance of Indian R&D establishments making parallel cumputers to agree to take part in a common race) let 
us move over to the last cha~te r  i'Auulication of suuercam~uters') and marvel at all the wonderful things we . . .. . - 
will be able to do with supercomputers: simulate motor car crashes (rather than lose legends like Ayrton 
Senna), model the earth for potential oil wells (without messing around with detonators), make the most 
memorable ammation movies like 'Who Framed Roger Rabbit' or 'Aladdin' (although most viewers might still 
opt far 'Gone w t h  thc Wind' or 'Doctor Zhivaga'), do weather forecasting (Flasolver was the first non-Cray 
computer to run the T-80 weather code ~n India in reasonable time) or do computational chemistry (and per- 
haps discover a new drug to counter AIDS). 

Supercomputers therefore have the to really change the quality of life and make this wodd a 
happier place to live in. And if they were so far cloaked behind thc misty smoke screen of hype and jargon it 
was only because its sellera wanted it to be that way. We must thercfore thank Rajaraman for unveiling the 
many secrets of supercomputers and doing it so lucidly and engagingly. About three decades aflcr he wrote his 
first book on computers, Rajaraman returns to remind us that he is still one o f  the best in the business. 
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Physics and technology of heterojunction devices by I). Vernon Morgan and Robin 15. 
TVilliams, Peter Peregrinus Ltd, Michael Faraday House, Six Hillb Way, Stevenagc, I-ierts 
SG1 2AY, UK, 1991, pp. 309, £49. 

The concept ~Chetriostructures in semiconductor devices is not now. Shocklcy first patented ihe idea in 1951 
while Gubanov wrote n theoretical paper in the same year. By 1962 Ge-GaAs hetarostructures had been real- 
ized. The idea of heterojunction semiconductor iasers waa mooted in 1963 and realized by 1965 with the ad- 
vent of rnultibin liquid ehase mi taw (LPEI With improvements in epitaxial technolog~es, now such devices . .  . .  
are widely used invaiving several heterojunctions. In this context, the prerant book is limely. Earlier, a few 
books (Milnes and Feuchl. 1972: Sharma and Purohir. 1974) kave reviewed heteraiunction ~hvs ics  but bv now . . 
they are dated. There have been several reviews in journals but a compilation of this kind i s  very welcome at 
this time. 

Semicanductor heterojunction is an ideal interface between two semiconductors. Although the LPE tech- 
nique does not produce such abrupt interface, latcr developments of metal-organic chemical vapor deposition 
(MOCVD) and more recently of molecular bcarn cpltaxy (MBE) and its many variants now allow ncaily ideal 
heterojunctions. It is now possible to grow monalaycr with cryhtal perfection unparalleled by any other growth 
technique. One can also grow layers with buill-in striin allawing band gap tailoring. Thesc flexibilities have 
resulred in tremendous growth of heterostructure devices mcctlng stringem requirements. The advawement of 
technology has also allowed discover> of new physical phenomena involving low-dimcnsianal eiectrun gas, 
tunneling, ballistic motion, etc. This baak is a campilatian of reviews by experts in the field or he  physics and 
technology ofheterojunction devices. 

I have gone through some of the chapters in detail and others in brief. The opening chapter on the physics 
of heternstructures is excellently written giving full information on dlffeferent types of  junclians as also the 
physics of band alignment determinatian of band offsets. The mfluenee of strain is also discussed thoroughly. 
Another important chapter is on the simulation of heteroj~nction devmes. Tha subject is usually not given its 
due importance and I am glad that detz~ied techniques as well as results are discussed. The chapter on charac- 
terization techniques is well written but only considers electrical methods. Some important optical techniques 
such as photoluminsseene, Raman spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction have not even been mentioned. There 
are full chapters on different types of dewces such ar resonant tunnelmg Ptructures, heterostructure bipolar 
transistars, laren, high-electron mobility transistors. etc, which are written by expcrtv. Full details of the 
d e s i e  of the ?hvctures and performance achieved are given. Preudornorphic HEMT device are also included. 
The chapter on novel helerojuoction devices is very interesting but many of the ideas are not fnturistic any 
more. i t  is 8 sign of the rapid growth of the subject. However, one im~ortant  aspcct of the suhiect of het- 

are now available on epitaxy. 

Overall it IS a well-written, comprehensive and timely book. The manuscript has been prepared meticu- 
lously. A good deal of expenmenml data is pmvided and a large number of figures are used for illustrating the 
subject. It will be very useful for research institutions as well as senior students taking up work in the area of 
advanced devices. 

Solid State Physics Labordory 
Delhi 11 0 054. 

Vikram Kumar 

Santilli's isotupies of contemporary algebras, geumetries and relativities by J. D. 
Kadeisvili. Hadronic Press, Inc., 131, Palm Harbor, F1 34684, USA, 1992, pp. 310, Price 
not mentioned. 

Kadisvili in h i s  monograph presents a systematic mview ofthe work of Santilli on 'Algebras, groups and geometries'. 
It contains f i h n  sections and five appendices dealing with r lucid exposition of Santilli's isotopic relativities and 
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isotopic generalization of fields, vector spaces, transformations, Lie algebras, Hamiltonian mechanics, Lie symmetries 
and symplectic, affme and Riemannian geome~es. It espouses a generalization of conventionai relativities to nanim- 
ear, noulocal, non-Lagranpian and non-Hamiltonian systems by introducing exterior and interior dynamical systems. 
The analysis neatly brings out the inapplicability of local differential topology (Zeemam topology), canonical formu- 
lation of Hamiltonian mechanics, the synplectic geometly of Abraham and Marsden (which is based on local differ- 
ential character!), aftine geometry and Riemann geometry, the Galilei, Lorentz and Poincari symmetries to name a 
few. To lift the conventional formulation to nonlinear and noulocal structure, the author heavily draws on the eximnce 
of an isounit i which is nowhere null in the considered region of local variables. 

In Section 6, the author deais with Lie-isotopic theory and iso-associative algebras. It is claimed that the 
conventional Cartan's classification of Lie algebras still holds good here except one gets a nonlinear and non- 
local representation for such algebras. In Section 7, Santilli's direct universality of Birkhoffian mechanics for 
local differential systems is reviewed and the Hamilton-Santilli mechanics as a special case of Birkhoff- 
Santilli mechanics in which the general Birkhoff terms are replaced by canomcal ones is elucidated. 

The author has taken special care to construct infinitely possible isotopes ~ ( ~ , $ ~ ) c a n e s ~ o n d i n ~  to lin- 
ear and local transformations on a metric space *(x, g, F) which are 'isolinear' and isolocal. This section (8) 
also deals with connected LieSantilli group Go (m)  in particular the Lorent? group 6(3,1). 

The properties of symplectic manifold, affine and Riemam are suitably a b e d  to deal with the noncanoni- 
cal and nonlinear formulations. The integrability condition is formulated for the isosymplectic geometry by 
suitably constructing the two-form which is closed and exact. The covariant isovector fieid on the cotangent 
manifold ?' * ~ ( k ) ,  the exterior calculus are also deffly dealt with. Generalisation of Einstein's gravitation to 
isograviration and genogravitation are discussed respectively through a systematic development of isoaffine, 
isoRiemannian geometries and geoaffine and geoRiemannian geometries. The modification of curvature as 
well as the torsion, the Bianchi identities, Freud identity, etc., are neatly developed. 

Judging from the spectrum of topics covered in the monograph, there is much left uncovered. The topics 
discussed have limits up to 'the contact interaction', eg., in Lie theory, except displaying possible 
b13) structure, no attempt is made regarding the general structure of the Cartan's family. There is hardly any 
space left to discuss the representation theory except appendix E which mentions something of genoparlicles. 
Similarly, the differential geometry disoussion has not got a raw deal. The bundle structure is just discussed to 
deal with the situation. 

Normally, for ordinary Lie algebras one can have nonlinear realisations and there are infinitely large fam- 
ily of nonlinear represent&ns f i r  such algebras. But then one wonders as to why one should take so much 
pain to develop the iso-Lie theory? One can call it by any 'name'. 

On the whole, the author has done a splendid job in making Roger Santilli's work reachable to a wider 
audience of theoretical physicists and mathematicians. 

Department of Physics and Astrophysics 
University of Delhi 
Delhi 110 007. 

Some aspects of Brownian motion, Part I by Marc Yor, Birkhauser Verlag AG, P.O. 
Box 133, CH-4010 Basel, Switzerland, 1992, pp. 148, SFr 34. 

This book is a masterful account of the ~ompuiation of laws of several important functionals of Brownian 
motion. It is largely based on author's own contribution to this field over the last decade. It consists of nine 
chapters. 

Chapter 1 deals with the Gaussian space associated with the Brownian motion. Let (B,, t 2 0) be a one- 
dimensional Brownian motion. Then the associated Guassian space QB) is defined by 
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The Hilbert space isomorphism Bf t, f between T(B)  and^^($) given by 

plays the central role in deriving the various results. In particular, lt is shown that the Gaussian space gener- 
ated by Brownian bridge coincides with the Gaussian space generated by the following Brownian motion: 

This in turn characterizes the natural filtration of the Brownian bridge. It is also proved that the transformation 
which generates the above Brownian motion from the original one is strongly mixing. It also deals with the 
harmonic functions of Brownian motion. 

Chapter 2 consists of the derivation of the laws of certain quadratic functionals of Brownian motion. In 
paticular, some variants of Levy's formula for the stochastic area of Brownian motion are obtained. The 
method consists of using Girsanov's transformation to change the probability measure. With respect to the new 
measure the quadratic functional disappears. Thus, one needs to compute only the mean and covariance of a 
Gaussian variable. Thus, the Girsanov transformation reduces the complexity of the problem. At the end of 
this chapter, Bessel process is studied and its infinite divisibility established. 

Chapters 3 and 4 are devoted to the study of local times of various processes. The local time of Brownian 
motion (l;, a E W, f > 0)is defined by the formula 

far f: W + W bounded and continuous. 

The above formula transfers the integration in time to integration in space. Based on this transfer principle 
the Ray-Knight theorems show that there exist certain stopping times Tsuch that (I,, a e W) is a strong Markov 
process, the law of which can be described in terms of Bessel processes. Thus the Markov property in time 
gets lranslated to in space. Using essentially the same ideas, the corresponding results for the local times of 
square of Bessel processes, Bessel bridges, etc., are derived. The Ray-Knight theorems are also generalized for 
local times taken at an independent exponential time. 

Chapter 5 deals with the winding number {el) of planar Brownian motion {Z,). An expiicit formula for 
the characteristic function of 0, is obtained in terms of the modified Bessel functions. From the explicit for- 
mula it becomes more apparent why the winding tendency increases when Z, is either too close or too far 
away from the origin. The technique employed to obtain the formula highlights the close relationship between 
the Bessel processes and el. An identity in law of the winding number of the complex Brownian bridge is also 
obtained. Finally the asymptotic behaviour of 0, is studied. 

Cbapter 6 deals with the exponential functionals of Brownian motion. The study of these functionals 
comes from mathematical finance. Using the knowledge of Bessel processes already developed in earlier 
chapters, the laws of the exponential funciionals of Brownian motion with drifr are obtained explicitly. The 
expectations are also computed in terms of gamma fuoctions. 

It was established in Chapter 5 that if 8, is the winding number of the planar Brownian motion around the 
origin, then 
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where C, is a Cauchy distribution with parameter 1. In Chapter 7 this result is first generalized for the winding 
number ( B i ,  B:, . . . ,8 ; )  of planar Brownian motion around n points. The asymptotic law, howcver, becomes 
much complicated. It, in particular, involves Cauchy distributions and local times of reflecting Brownian 
motion. This chapter also includes some results on the asymptotic behaviour a f  the winding number of 
Brownian motion in i%'. 

Chapters 8 and 9 are devoted to the enensian of Levy's arc-sine law to more general processes. Levy has 
proved the following: let 

and 

Then A* and g are arc-sine distributed. This is known in the literature as Levy's arc-sine law. In these chapters 
analogous results are derived for symmetrized Bessel processes, Walsh Brownian motion, singularly perturbed 
reflecting Brownian motion, etc. 

A salient feature of this book is that it em~lovs  standard techniaues in Probability Theow to derive several ' . . . . 
deep results involving Brownian motion and related processes. On several occasions it provides intuitive rea- 
soning behind the results before providing rigorous proofs. It would be very useful to researchers working in 
probability and stochastic procer&s. 

Department of Mathematics 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012 


